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FOREWORD
This volume contains the paper presented at the 14* DGLR/STABSymposium held at the ZARM, Universitat Bremen, Germany, November,
16 to 18, 2004. STAB is the German Aerospace Aerodynamics Association, founded towards the end of the 1970's, whereas DGLR is the German
Society for Aeronautics and Astronautics (Deutsche Gesellschaft fiir Luftund Raumfahrt - Lilienthal Oberth e.V.).
The mission of STAB is to foster development and acceptance of the discipline "Aerodynamics" in Germany. One of its general guidelines is to
concentrate resources and know-how in the involved institutions and to
avoid duplication in research work as much as possible. Nowadays, this is
more necessary than ever. The experience made in the past makes it easier
now, to obtain new knowledge for solving today's and tomorrow's problems. STAB unites German scientists and engineers from universities, research-establishments and industry doing research and project work in
numerical and experimental fluid mechanics and aerodynamics for aerospace and other applications. This has always been the basis of numerous
common research activities sponsored by different funding agencies.
Since 1986 the symposium has taken place at different locations in Germany every two years. In between STAB workshops regularly take place at
the DLR in Gottingen. The changing meeting places were established as
focal points in Germany's Aerospace Fluid Mechanics Community for a
continuous exchange of scientific results and their discussion. Moreover,
they are a forum where new research activities can be presented, often resulting in new commonly organised research and technology projects.
It is the fifths time now that the contributions to the Symposium are published after being subjected to a peer review. The material highlights the
key items of integrated research and development based on fruitful collaboration of industry, research establishments and universities. Some of
the contributions still present results from the "Luftfahrtforschungsprogramm der Bundesregierung (German Aeronautical Research Programme)". Some of the papers report on work sponsored by the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, German Research Council) in some of
their Priority Programs (Verbundschwerpunkt-Programm) as well as in
their Collaborative Research Centres (Sonderforschungsbereiche). Other
articles are sponsored by the European Community and are therefore results of cooperation among different organisations. The main areas include
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numerical simulation and mathematics, aeroelasticity, small and large aspect ratio wings in the context of leading-edge vortices, wake vortices,
high lift systems and propulsion integration, and new developments in
wind tunnel facilities and measurement techniques. Therefore, this volume
gives an almost complete review of the ongoing aerodynamics research
work in Germany. The order of the papers in this book corresponds closely
to that of the sessions of the Symposium.
The Review-Board, partly identical with the Program-Committee, consisted of A. Altminus (Munchen), G. Ashcroft (Koln), J. Ballmann (Aachen), R. Behr (Munchen), Chr. Breitsamter (Miinchen), A. D'Alascio
(Miinchen), J. Delfs (Braunschweig), G. Eitelberg (Emmeloord), M.
Fischer (Bremen), R. Friedrich (Munchen), R. Grundmann (Dresden), A.
Gulhan (Koln), H. Hansen (Bremen) , S. Haverkamp (Aachen), St. Hein
(Gottingen), P. Hennig (UnterschleiBheim), F. Holzapfel (WeBling), H.
Honlinger (Gottingen), G. Koppenwallner (Katlenburg-Lindau), W.
Kordulla (Noordwijk), H. Komer (Braunschweig), E. Kramer (Stuttgart),
H.-P. Kreplin (Gottingen), N. Kroll (Braunschweig), D. Kroner (Freiburg), J. Longo (Braunschweig), Th. Lutz (Stuttgart), F. Menter (Otterfing), E. Meyer (Munchen), C. Naumann (Stuttgart), G. Neuwerth
(Aachen), W. Nitsche (Berlin), H. Olivier (Aachen), R. Radespiel
(Braunschweig), H.-J. Rath (Bremen), U. Rist (Stuttgart), H. Rosemann
(Gottingen), R. Schnell (Koln), G. Schrauf (Bremen), W. Schroder
(Aachen), D. Schwambom (Gottingen), J. Sesterhenn (Munchen), E.
Steinhardt (Munchen), Chr. Stemmer (Dreseden), P. Thiede (Bremen),
J. Thorbeck (Berlin), C. Tropea (Darmstadt), R. VoB (Gottingen), C.
Wagner (Gottingen), C. Weiland (Munchen), C. Weishaupl (Munchen),
and W. Wiirz (Stuttgart). Nevertheless, the authors sign responsible for the
contents of their contributions.
The editors are grateful to Prof. Dr. E. H. Hirschel as the General Editor of
the "Notes on Numerical Fluid Mechanics and Muhidisciplinary Design"
and to the Springer-Verlag for the opportunity to publish the results of the
Symposium.
H.-J. Rath, Bremen
C. Holze, Bremen
H.-J. Heinemann, Gottingen
R. Henke, Bremen
H. Honlinger, Gottingen
October 2005
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High Reynolds-Number Windtunnel Testing for the Design
of Airbus High-Lift Wings
Daniel Reckzeh', Heinz Hansen^,
AIRBUS, Aerodynamic Design & Data Domain,
D- 28183 Bremen, Germany
Summaty
Present aircraft design methods must be continuously improved. This is due to
environmental and ftiture transport market requirements. Promising results are
expected fi-om development of advanced high lift systems for civil transport
aircraft. At present the validation of the numerical design of a high lift / low speed
system is done with subscale aircraft models. The fmal performance of the new
aircraft is derived by extrapolation. This extrapolation to a full-scale aircraft poses
a high risk in time and money. The accurate prediction of low speed / high lift
performance early in the design process will, therefore, be a key asset in the
development of competitive ftiture aircraft. Consequently the Airbus approach for
fiiture design verification concentrates on earlier design verification by the use of
high-Re facilities, especially the ETW. The experience gained in the qualification
and development phase of low-speed testing in ETW via R&T programmes (as
EUROLIFT) will be exploited in fiiture m aircraft development work by early use
of high-Re benchmark testing in close combination to the design work with
advanced CFD-tools.
Drivers for high-Reynolds-number windtunnel testing
for design verification
Within the scope of constant pressure to improve aircraft products concerning
costs, performance, reliability and emissions, the development and production of
advanced high lift systems for new or modified aircraft will play an important role
in the ftiture [1]. Design methods for such high lift systems have to be continuously
improved due to these environmental and ftiture transport market demands. A
crucial prerequisite for the design of efficient and competitive afa-craft is a
comprehensive understanding of the flow physics of such systems, as well as the
ability to optimise these systems in terms of more efficient, yet simpler designs.
This, in combination with a high accuracy of flight performance prediction in an
early stage of development will provide a strong contribution to the
competitiveness of European aircraft manufacturers. Accurate flight performance
prediction is a challenging task, this is due to the fact that most of the high lift
testing to date has been done at sub-scale conditions [2]. Field performance and
handling qualities for the aircraft are then derived by extrapolation. Many of these
' Head of high-lift devices group, Daniel.Reckzeh(a),airbus.com
^ Senior research engineer, high-lift devices group, Heinz. Hansen@,airbus.com
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scaling effects strongly depend on the Reynolds number as the characteristic
parameter between subscale and flight conditions [2, 3, 4]. These scaling effects
can introduce an element of risk to the aircraft programme, particularly for large
wings, which are designed for high subsonic Mach numbers. This could possibly
require expensive design modifications to be made during flight tests. On the other
hand the high lift design procedure includes extensive parametric studies at the
project design stage, where time is an important factor. Optimisation and
refinement are required and wmd tunnel tests at reasonably high Reynolds numbers
can result in a drastic increase in development costs, if undertaken solely in the
wind tunnel. Therefore the combination of experimental and suitable
computational investigations is increasingly necessary. The current situation of the
aforementioned areas of interest can be summarised as follows:
Many of the high lift flow phenomena, especially for 3D configurations and at
high Re numbers are not fiilly understood [2, 8].
Most of the high lift testing until to date has been done at low or moderate Re
numbers (Re<7 Mio.).
Significant adverse scale effects can sometimes be found in flight-testing, but
no detailed measurements are available for the detailed understanding of these
effects.
Only a very limited number of tests are available in Europe at flight Re
numbers and free flight conditions.
Scale effects on stall data depend ultimately on some details of the local 3D
geometry and the spanwise stall behaviour can be strongly affected by the
local Re number.
The need for advanced complex CFD-methods in combination
to high-Re testing
Rapid viscous-inviscid interaction codes are a standard industrial tool in the
development of high lift systems. However, the extremely complex high lift flows
and the need for improved prediction accuracy have led to increased effort of
introducing Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) codes as a tool for high lift
application. For complex flows with strong separation - even in 2D- an
improvement of accuracy for industrial applications in terms of prediction of
maximum lift, stall behaviour and for take-off configurations the accurate drag is
needed in addition [5]. Common research projects have provided 2D RANS codes
for industrial applications. Verification has been accomplished for 3D pilot
applications and is currently extended [6]. The challenge of grid generation could
be tackled by using unstructured grid approaches, but reliable prediction of all
involved flow phenomena requires considerable fiiture effort. The computational
results have to be improved for cases with strong separated flows. Previous
research activities [2, 7] have shown the importance of the accurate prediction of
transition on the high lift elements. The accuracy of computations will have to be
driven forward by improved modelling of the main flow phenomena and therefore
basic research experiments with detailed flow measurements -especially in 3D- are
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needed to provide the code developer with the necessary information.
Contributions of tlie EUROLIFT R«&T programme
The role of EUROLIFT [9] can be understood as a qualification phase for the
approach to test high-lift design solutions derived from design assessment with
complex CFD methods. The main tasks of EUROLIFT were:
• Preparation of an experimental database with detailed flow field information
providing numerical code developers with a comprehensive set of information
with step-by-step increase of geometric andflowcomplexity.
• Assessments of state-of-the-art European high lift codes with a clear path to
industrial application by using this experimental database.
• Improvement of numerical tools in fields with clear shortcomings and
derivation of common European guidelines for the further improvement and
development of high lift tools with respect to time effective pre-optimisation
and the high accuracy required for industrial applications.
• Extensive use of the unique capabilities of the European cryogenic Transonic
Windtunnel (ETW) for high Reynolds number testing at low speed/high lift to
bridge the gap between sub-scale testing andflightconditions.
• Application of the improved knowledge for testing of an advanced high lift
system up to flight Reynolds numbers and demonstration of the improvement
potential.
As far as possible existing resuhs and experiences of different national and
European research activities have been used. The CFD tools developed on a
national basis have been brought into the EUROLIFT community. A common set
of well-defmed experiments has given the unique possibility to compare most of
the existing high lift CFD tools within Europe. This will lead to a standardised
European guideline for fast grid generation and accurate transition and turbulence
modelling tools. The integration and application of these tools in the industrial high
lift design process has been significantly accelerated.
With the availability of the ETW test facility it is possible to achieve flight
Reynolds numbers. Within EUROLIFT this tunnel has been used for the first time
for low speed testing of half span models in high lift configuration up to flight
conditions. All partners within EUROLIFT could benefit from the assessment and
exploitation of this unique European testing facility. Each partner was involved in
this process and gains the common knowledge about the advantages of such a
tunnel.
EUROLIFT ETW-High-Re verfication procedure
of an advanced high-lift system
Within EUROLIFT the European high Re test facility ETW and its unique
possibility to use both - pressurized and cryogenic conditions- in combination with
cryogenic half model test technique, it was possible for the first time to perform 3D
low speed high lift measurements up to flight Re numbers in a wind tunnel [14].
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Therefore the approach taken with the KH3Y validation model was testing of
selected configurations and high lift element settings over the complete range of Re
numbers starting with low Re numbers typical for smaller wind tunnels up to real
flight Re numbers. Before these tests with the validation model could be performed
it must be assured that this new low speed high lift testing with a newly designed
half model balance could be performed in the ETW with a high quality standard.
Therefore a pre-testing for the verification of ETW for high lift, high Re testing
with half span models was performed. This was an important milestone for the
following tests in ETW. For this verification process an existing cryogenic model
of Airbus-D ("Fig.l") was used as an example of a modem transport aircraft. This
model has been extensively tested in the LSWT in Bremen and in the cryogenic
non-pressurised tunnel in Cologne (KKK). Based on this information the results
from the ETW could be cross checked in the appropriate Ma/Re limits under
cryogenic conditions [13, 15]. By use of global flight test results of this aircraft
(max. lift, stall behaviour) an additional comparison at flight Re numbers between
the new ETW results and flight was possible. This comparison demonstrated a
good agreement of the ETW results with other test facilities and the existing flight
test results. A detailed overview about these tests has been given in [15]. After this
verification phase corresponding to the low Re number validation test in the LSWT
a high Re number ETW test for selected configurations has been performed and
could provide a database for the assessment of CFD codes up to flight Re numbers.
Several configurations have been tested in the ETW up to flight Re numbers: a
clean configuration with and without a modified leading edge (behaviour of
leading edge stall with Re), a take-off and landing configuration, and a landing
configuration with different flap settings. Due to the cryogenic conditions no
detailed flow field measurements could be performed but for selected points the
boundary layer transition has been observed by I.R detection technique. For some
interesting areas and conditions in addition to this the deformation of the flap and
the wing bending as a function of the changeable stagnation pressure was measured
by a mini CCD camera system.
In a last step the validation model KH3Y (Fig.2) was used in a more realistic
complex aircraft configuration as an example of an typical industrial application.
Use was made of a so-called multifiinctional flap system (Fig.3). With this system
an extended fowler fiap will replace the aileron. The 'fiill-span' fowler is equipped
with a small splitflap ("Gumey-flap" or "mini-TED") or a camber tabs over the
total fowler flap span. These tab elements can be deflected differentially in spanwise direction and used for increased maximum lift, optimising the lift distribution
in take-off, roll- and glide path control, as well as for the improvement of cruise
performance. This new high lift system was developed and extensively tested by
Airbus-D with a large fiill span model. Corresponding to the KH3Y model
geometry at low Re numbers (Re=3 Mio.) within the national German high-lift
technology programme HAK [12] was build by Airbus-D within EUROLIFT. In
high lift configuration at high deflection angles of the camber tab the effectiveness
of the tab is limited by separation at low Re numbers. Tested in the last phase of
EUROLIFT tests in ETW the main objective therefore was the assessment of such
a system over the complete range of Re numbers from sub-scale testing up to flight
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Re numbers by use of the ETW test facility. These measurements helped to
improve the understanding of scaling effects and to evaluate design criteria for
such a system as a function of Re number. As an example of the significant impact
of the Re number on the obtained performance the development of CL,max vs Re is
shown in Fig.4. The development of maximum increment lift over Reynoldsnumber is given for advanced different configurations (extended flap, splitflap and
differentiated tab deflections) relative to the reference single slotted flap & aileron
layout. The benefit from the advanced flap systems is significantly higher at high
Re conditions and also the relation between the layout changes. This example
mdicates very clearly that a design selection at low Re conditions could have let to
a non-optimised solution at flight conditions.
Experience from the A380 design worli
The targeted approach with establishing a high-Re 'benchmark' very early m the
design process could not yet be applied for A3 80 [16]. Nevertheless a large amount
of tests at 'medium-to-high-Re conditions' was already conducted during the
development work. Windtunnels as DNW-KKK, Onera Fl and Qinetiq Q5m
provided aheady Reynolds-numbers up to Re=12 Mio. These tests revealed
significant impact of the Reynolds-number on an optimum solution for various
design features as the
• Maximum lift & drag performance of various leading edge layouts (slat,
droop-nose device, sealed slat, beret-basque-pylon)
•
Spanwise combination of slat angles and maxunum slat angles
•
Slat-setting (lift optimised for landing, drag optimised for take-off)
• Flap-setting (lift optimised for landing, drag optimised for take-off)
• Extension and profile of the unprotected inner wing leading edge
• Winglet efficiency on take off drag
Nevertheless, due to the qualification work for the ETW application for low-speed
testing in EUROLIFT which was conducted in parallel to the A3 80 development
process, an ETW check-out campaign for performance risk-mitigation could be
finally included in the A3 80 development work. In this approach a cryogenic
halfinodel with the specific wing twist of the landing configuration was
manufactured and tested in ETW. It gave very valuable contributions concerning
the maximum lift level and the wing separation behaviour under flight conditions,
as well as insight in the impact of aeroelastic distortion effects on the high-lift
performance with the help of measurements of the deformed wing shape under
different windtuimel pressure conditions.
Requirements to high-Re windtunnel facilities in industrial application
From the extensive experience in windtunnel testing for design verification at
Airbus following top-line requirements for high-Re facilities can be formulated.
•
Flexibility
o Fast configuration changes, low testing time per configuration
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o
o
Quality
o
o
o
o
o

Suited for significantly different configurations (e.g. A3 80, A400M)
Engine simulation (high importance esp. for propeller-configurations)
•
of results & experimental techniques
Good repeatability (short-term & long term)
Reliable online results in standardized format
Good flow & separation visualisation (tufts, oil, accenaphtene, PSP)
Transition visualisation (Infrared, TSP)
Deformation measurement to provide information on tested model
wing shapes under load (to rule-out "pseudo Re-effects")
• Compatibility to other windtunnels in the 'verification chain'
o Identical models to be used
o Identical data procedures & correction methods
• Reasonable relation between cost & effort relative to amount of results &
quality
o For several tasks many variations at low/med Re may be more
reasonable than little at high Re-conditions to provide the required
amount of data under given time & budget constraints.
Especially the last point can be considered of key importance as the cost of highRe testing severely conflicts with the usual budget requirements of industrial
development programmes.
Conclusions
It is obvious that for flirther improvement of high-lift configurations' performance
by application of advanced system solutions or also simply by better exploitation
of state of the art systems by reduction of performance margins to cover the
uncertainties in tunnel to flight scaling the experimental verification at flight
conditions has to play a central role. The ETW is the only facility where these
conditions can be reached. After recent R&T work -especially in EUROLIFT- the
ETW can be considered now as qualified for low speed testing and a first
application in an aircraft programme has been taken place with an A3 80 high-lift
campaign. Nevertheless, fiirther work is necessary to establish the ETW as a
'robust & known' part in the Airbus windtunnel verification chain. Recent R&T
programmes as IHK/HICON, EUROLIFT 2 and FLIRET shall serve this purpose.
In combination to early high-Re testing to provide benchmarks for a new
configurations' performance capabilities advanced CFD-tools are required to
conduct the detailed design work. It has to be pronounced that these codes have to
become more mature, robust and user-friendly than today's CFD-suites, even if
impressive developments have been taken place in the last years which led to the
establishment of 2D and 3D RANS-codes as integrated analysis tools in the design
process and already first cases where design decisions were solely taken based on
CFD-results.
The fliture approach has to include a proper mix of high-Re benchmark testing,
CFD-based design assessment and low/medium-Re testing to capture larger
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amounts of configuration variations and also testing techniques, which are not (yet)
applicable at high-Re in ETW (e.g. power simulation).
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Figure 1: K3DY Airbus model

Figure 2: KH3Y Eurolift model
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Figure 3: New Flap/Tab system on model KH3Y for test in ETW
Reference: Single Slotted Flaps and drooped aileron
New high-lift system: Extended Single Slotted Flaps with Tabs
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Figure 4: ETW-Results for maximum lift dependency vs. Reynolds-number of
different flap system layouts relative to reference single slotted flap
(SPF=splitflap, Tab=spanwise differentiated tabs on single slotted flap)
(Reference for Reynolds-number: mean wing chord)

